Freedom of Expression is guaranteed under:

- **Article 41** of the Constitution and **Article 19** of the ICCPR

**Violations** of freedom of expression from April 2017 - March 2018

- **187**

**Freedom of Expression Online in 2017 - 2018**

- Most were linked to Facebook posts
- Most were punished through criminal charges of incitement and insult

**20%**

- Of NGO and Trade Union leaders "always" self censor when expressing themselves online

**40**

- Of these violations were related to online speech

**54%**

- Of individuals convicted in relation to freedom of expression were convicted for speech made online

---

All data collected from 1 April 2017 to 31 March 2018. Source: CCHR Media Monitoring and FFMP Project (CC) - CCHR 2018